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to make the iOS 7 clearer and lighter, simpler to

APPLE LAUNCHES
NEW INNOVATIONS

use and more efficient. The new operating system
now includes a wide range of elegant colors, a
plainer and sleeker (glatter) appearance and many
other specific characteristics, which make it become more lively. Additionally, the new interface

CORINNA PROBST

It is a company’s duty to improve its products and
services regularly to avoid disappearing from the
market and being outdone (überboten) by their
competitors. Recently, Apple took this at its word
and released three big innovations at the same
time. These are the new revolutionary operating
system iOS 7 and two new iPhone 5 models,
which especially stand out because of their new
exterior design.
After unveiling (enthüllen) its new operating system in June 2013, Apple now published the new

makes the iPhone appear larger, the text sharper
and makes use of most its screen.
Simultaneously (zeitgleich) with the iOS 7, two
new iPhone 5 models were introduced - the
iPhone 5s and the iPhone 5c. While both of them
are similar in almost every technical feature, they
completely differ in physical appearance. The
body of the 5s is made of a noble metal case and
is available in the colors silver, gold and space
gray. In contrast, the casing of the 5c is made out
of plastic and it is available in many different
bright colors such as pink, yellow, green, blue or

iOS 7 last Thursday, September 19th. It is available

white. The only big technical difference is that the

for download for the iPhone models 5 and 4, iPad

iPhone 5s is fitted with a fingerprint-scanner un-

models 2 to 4 plus iPad mini, and the iPod touch
5th generation. It is the most comprehensive (um-

derneath the home button.

!

fangreich) update since the release of the first
iPhone and has already been downloaded 200
million times, which is twice as many as its previous version, iOS 6, was downloaded in the same
interval.

!

Since their introduction, about 9 million of the new
iPhones have been sold, approximately 4 million
more than the number of iPhone 5 in the same
period of time. It is not proven yet, but statistics
Thanks to Jony Ive, Senior Vice President of Design at Apple, the iOS 7 has been completely

show, that the iPhone 5s has been sold about 3.4
times more than the 5c at this point in time.

changed. He was inspired by a German designer,
Dieter Rams, who once built elegant devices for
the Braun company and whose aim it was to leave
out everything that was unnecessary. Ive wanted

Finally, there is just one question left open: Is Apple able to top this one more time again?
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Voting? Yes! But why
and how?
Yvonne Thalheimer

For the last three weeks Germany has been in
confusion - Why? - It‘s election-time! Once
again, this year it was time to decide on our
government. About 60 million registered voters do have the opportunity to determine who
should govern our country for the next four
years at the elections. And because the different parties want to utilize every chance of
gaining people who share their opinions, they
don’t leave anything unattempted. Everywhere there are posters and on the radio you
hear their commercials permanently. In the
form of election programs, campaigns and
discussions for example on TV, the parties
want to show their content and goals everywhere.
But despite of all those tries to arouse interest
in the elections, there are still many people
out there, who don’t care about the election
system. Maybe they just aren’t interested, but
there doubtless are many who solely don’t
know how to deal with the procedure of the
elections.
Withal the elections should accomplish the
wishes and needs of the citizens, which is why
it is so important that everyone finds the party
and the candidate whose opinions they like
the most and maybe can improve their situation.
Now this begs the question of how for example the election of the Bundestag takes place.
Explained in an easy way: you elect a party
and the delegates of this party (altogether
there are 34 competing parties). All those
delegates are together in the Bundestag then.
Thus the Bundestag is composed of those

parties which where elected the most and
their delegates discuss about the important
questions of Germany then.
But how does the election work by itself?
Well, on the election day you go to the local
polling location, where you get a ballot card,
on which you have to indicate a first and a
second vote. With the first vote you have to
choose the candidate of your constituency
(there are 299 in Germany) you like the most.
Consequently there are 299 candidates who
have the most votes in their constituency.
Those are the delegates in the Bundestag
then. The second vote is the more important
vote, because it decides about how many
seats of the 598 a party gets in the Bundestag. The more votes, the more seats.
The election is a complicated matter, but anyhow everyone has to and should face the fact
of being able to influence the government!

!
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PIXEL ART
Jana Schmidt-Tesch

Do you still remember the old Gameboy and
other old game consoles, where your enemies
were only a pile of dots? Today the graphic
resolution1 of every mobile is so good that
you can’t see these dots, called pixels anymore, but all digital pictures are still created
that way and some artists became inspired by
this and create their pictures pixel by pixel.
The idea to create a picture out of dots is very
old, a long time before Christ people built
mosaics, and in the 18th century a new kind of
art was developed by the artist Paul Signac,
who created pictures by painting billions of
little dots. He already used the effect that our
eyes start to mix the colours when two dots of
different colours are close together. For example when you see a very small blue dot
next to a red one, you would only be able to
see a lilac point. Our LCD-Displays today use
the same effect; each pixel on a LCD-Display
is composed of three sub pixels in the colours

red, green and blue. They shine in different
intensities and our brain then mixes the colour
we see on our display.
Pixel-Art can be created with every kind of
drawing program, where you can draw a single pixel. The most common one is maybe
Microsoft Paint, although it offers a lot more
than a Pixel Artist needs. They refuse to use
tools which calculate the place of the pixels
with a program, like for example the Diffuser.
Some of the Pixel Artists even refuse to use
tools like Pen or Filler, because they think
every pixel has to be set onto its place by
hand. This makes Pixel-Art a very time taking
and also difficult art, because to get a good
result you have to mix different shades of a
colour if you don’t want it to look planar.
There are different directions among the PixelArtist. Some of them create very simple pictures, where you can see the pixels clearly, referring to the capability of the early displays.
Others try to make pictures that look quite
natural. They don’t want that single pixels are
still visible then they are done with their work,
just like in a photograph or a drawing.
Pixel-Art is quite popular on websites like Deviant Art and you also can find many tutorials
how to create Pixel-Art yourself on the web.
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One Day on the
Oktoberfest

height you have a fantastic view over whole Munich! And when it is a foehny day, you could even
see the mountains.

Nuria Gestermann

Every year, the Oktoberfest takes place in Munich
on the Theresienwiese. This year it is the 180th
time, starts on the 21st of September and ends on
the 6th of October. If you never have been there,
and you want to know how a day on the `Wiesn`
could look like, you have to go on reading!

Presents
Now you should go to one of the booths and buy
some sweets for your family at home. You can buy
lollipops, `Magenbrot`, and what would be a very
nice gesture: a `Lebkuchenherz` with the nickname
of your family members or typical words of the
Oktoberfest, for example` I mog di`, `Ozapft is! ` or
`You are everything to me`. It is sure that they will
be very happy about the present.

!

Beer tents
The visitor of the Oktoberfest has to come to a
decision in which tent he wants to drink his beer
and eat his Schweinebraten, because there are 14

Of course, there are so many attractions that you
can join on the Oktoberfest, but if you want to enjoy the great atmosphere, you should take time.
Have a great time there. Oans, zwoa, drei gsuffa!

tents to choose from, and one is more beautiful
than the other. When you have decided in which
tent you want to go to, you have to be very fast,
because already early in the morning you have to
wait for a long time to get into the beer tent because of a long row of `feschn Buam and Madl`. In
case that you are too late or the weather is sunny,
you can also have a beer and the food in the beer
garden, which is located next to your favorite tent.
Have a seat, listen to the folk music and celebrate
with people from all around the world!
Fun rides
After your stay in the tent, go for a walk over the
Theresienwiese and have a look, which fun ride
you want to drive with. There is for example the
Olympia Looping, the Alpina Bahn, the Freefall or
the famous Riesenrad. Maybe it would be better
to choose the slow Riesenrad after having some
beer! When you go for a ride on it, you should
take a camera with you, because with its 50 m

!
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New Media –
Enrichment
or Stress ?
Simone Kreuzer

constantly monitored. But everybody do accept it
because of the advantages.
A really new invention is the Smartwatch. It will be
in the stores at the end of November. The Smartwatch makes it possible to take notes or save the

We live in an age which is almost completely

dates of appointments. In my opinion you are still

dominated by media. But do they make our life

in your leisure time under pressure to think about

really easier, or is it an imposition to be reachable

important meetings or about work you have to do

all time? Lot of employers expect their employees

next day.

to answer e-mails concerning the work in their leisure time. The employees aren´t obliged to answer
by constitutional law, but the most of them do it

Due to the aforementioned aspects, I think that

anyway because they are afraid of missing some-

not every new invention is a good invention. We

thing. In my opinion, the workers don´t have the
opportunity to relax because they are (and often
must be) reachable for everybody 24/7.
A futher aspect of new media are social networks.
Social networks usually have the aim to connect
people through the Internet. For example
facebook.com makes it possible to find old friends

should spend more time without worrying about
work or get bombed by promotion of things we
had already bought. Sometimes it is restful to be
on your own, devoid of somebody who can check
where you are.
It cannot hurt to have some quiet moments:
Switch off.

or classmates through their email address. But
nowadays facebook.com mainly attracts attention
through one thing: Promotion! Facebook.com
memorizes homepages you used over the last
while and shows matching promotion on your account. If you have searched for example for a new
jeans in an online shop, facebook.com will show
you promotion for shops in which you can buy a
jeans next weeks. Facebook.com is a very useful
invention in my opinion, but it got more and more
misused.
Nearly everybody between 14 and 35 years is the
owner of a smart phone. Smart phones have a lot
of advantages. You can surf the Internet or play
games even if you are not at home. But they have
one big disadvantage: A smart phone memorizes
everything. It knows where you had been last day
or your detour you made to school. So you are

!
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Report: Life after
school – “I want to
stay in Australia for 13
months”
Antonia Brands

Graduating from school means a beginning of a
new life and the end of an unforgettable era.
But what do you want to do now? – The daily routine is gone.
It´s time to decide what you are going to do in
your future and of course that isn´t an easy decision.
You should think about where you want to live,
which kind of career you like and if you want to
start working shortly after school.
There are many options for you but the most
common ones are doing a social gap year, “Work
and Travel” or “Aupair“.
My best friend Lucia S. (18), who finished school in
June 2013 at the IKG in Landsberg is also going to
go to a foreign country in October.
She likes to be a member of an new family in Australia and she wants to be an important part in the
life of a child.
Getting to know details and typical cultural things
about the country and the “competition” of managing her life without her friends and family in a
new atmosphere are reasons which will boost
(steigern) her self-dependence (Selbstständigkeit).
“I want to stay in Australia for 13 months”, she
said when she was talking about her plan to work
as an Au pair in Melbourne.
You can decide whether you want to do an Au pair
or rather a Demipair which includes an durable
(dauerhaft) language course and you only have to
work 20 hours per week and not 40 hours, as it is
common for an Au pair program.
She is going to stay at a family near the coast in
Melbourne for six month with their new parents
and their 11-year old daughter, who was fascinated by her from the beginning on.
Furthermore, she told me about the fact that they
own many pets: two dogs, a cat, a tropical fish and

a parrot (Papagei) who was sitting on the shoulder
of the father while they were communicating via
Skype.
When the time at their house is over she will do
“Work and Travel” because you aren´t allowed
work for the same entrepreneur (Arbeitgeber)
longer than half a year if you only have the Working Holiday Visa.

Melbourne
After our conversation I was very interested and
curious about her plan and so I´ve collected information some about Australia.
Some General Facts about Australia
Australia is located on the southern hemisphere,
west of New Zealand and south of Indonesia.
The capital city of Australia is Canberra which the
eighth-largest city in Australia.
It’s also a planned city, which means that the city
was built because Melbourne and Sydney wanted
to be the capital city but a decision between them
wasn´t possible.
In 1913 they started to build the new city Canberra and since 1927 it has the official status of
being the capital city.
In an area of nearly 7.000.000
approximately
22.000.000 inhabitants are living in Australia, and
because of this extent (Ausdehnung) of the country, there are three different time zones.
The biggest and best known metropolises like
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne are situated at
the wonderful East coast.
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Ausbildungsmesse
Landsberg
Nicole Hertel

either all stands or just a few. As there are not only
companies represented, but universities as well,
the exhibition covers a broad field of possible careers and was launched not only to help the companies

to recruit junior staff, but mostly to help

the students discover the vast range of opportunities their future offers.
The first exhibition took place four years ago and
was a rather small one, so that the main interest of
the attending students lay in “collecting biros and
getting out of school” as the journalist Dieter
On the 26th and 27th of September 2013 it’s time
again to be amazed by all the different possibilities offered for secondary education in Landsberg
and its surrounding area as the 4th “Landsberger
Ausbildungsmesse” (=exhibition of education and

Schöndorfer stated. But a lot has changed since
then: more and more companies and schools have
applied to either exhibit or visit and therefore this
year the fair takes place on two days in a row for
the first time to ensure that all the visitors will be

apprenticeship) takes place at the sports area in

able to come and benefit from their trip.

Kaufering. It’s the place to go if you want to get to

Two of the main promoters of the project, Markus

know the multitude of perspectives for a splendid
future in career terms, no matter if you seek an
internship, want to study, or are not quite sure
about your aims and talents.
This year numerous enterprises from the surrounding area are presenting their job-related careers
reaching from engineering to tourism. They also
cover business school, university, health care,
nutrition-related jobs and many, many more. Fur-

Wasserle and Jonas Pioch, were honored in
autumn 2011 for “special regional job-related engagement” by the “Bundesagentur für Arbeit”
(agency for work) because of their voluntary work
which made the exhibition possible in the first
place. Their ambition to help students to find the
career which suits them best has definitely been
successfully realized as the ever growing amount
of visitors shows.

thermore, there are several practical aids provided
such as lectures on “how to apply best” or “the
benefits of foreign languages” which are bound to
support each and every one in their prospective
career, no matter which it will be. The various enterprises and universities present themselves in
short lectures taking place in four different locations throughout the morning, so that each student can choose which one to listen to, depending on his interests. At the same time, each participating group introduces their concept at a stall
being situated in one of the two halls, a tent or the
surrounding area. Therefore, it is possible to visit

Markus Wasserle (Kreisrat), Michael Luppert, Jonas
Pioch (Stadtrat),Christine Scheffer
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ALPINE CROSS
Daniel Dombo

If you want to bike over the Alps, this is called Alpine
Cross. There are lots of things you have to plan very
well before you start your tour. At first, you need a bike
that is suitable and comfortable for long biking tours.
During the Alpine Cross, you have to ride stages with
up to 100km.
Also, you have to plan your trip very carefully. Before
you start the trip, you have to book the hotels in which
you want to sleep. Exit points during the stages should
be signed in on your map for emergencies.
A good training before the Alpine Cross is essential.
You should sit on your bike nearly every day for one
hour the last two weeks before the Cross and you
should do spinning with your group. It is very good to
get endurance and to get to know your borders. Nothing is worse than to interrupt the Alpine Cross because
of your fitness.
With your luggage there are two possibilities:
Either you carry your whole stuff in a backpack or you
rent a car that carries your luggage from hotel to hotel.
Both variants have their advantages and their disadvantages.
If you carry your stuff in a backpack, it is more exhausting because you have to carry up to seven kilogram
uphill and also downhill. But the advantage here is that
you can stop your stage at every point you want. If the
weather seems like it’s going to rain soon, you can
search for a hotel in the next village and make a break
there. If you have got your luggage in a car at the next
hotel, you have to reach this point, all the same, if it’s
raining or not.
Nutrition is also a very important thing you have to pay
for attention. It should be healthy and balanced. During
the trip, you need lots of carbohydrates. Because of
this, it is advisable to carry energy bars with you.

If you pay attention to all these points, you are ready to
do your Alpine Cross. It is a really amazing adventure
und you are really happy when you reach the Gardasee
in Italy, the end of nearly every Alpine Cross.

